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Abstract 

Gesture is also a recent technology for human to make their work more easy, efficient and tenable. Usually it slows down the 

speed when it accesses the gesture quickly under a tough background. One of the way for identifying these recognition is done by 

their pose representation of skeletons  joints  through vector machine, for representing through joints  a sensor is made called  

Kinect depth sensors where  input is given and controlled by user and these sensors can also act to commands given by speech. 

These recognition of gestures identified through the hand ,for detecting them images are divided into pixels is proposed  on  skin 

color under a diverse  atmosphere .it is detected  by two types; the first is negative and dynamic skin color, the negative skin 

color removed when there is wrong detection done by intruders or when it is not accepted by a skin color, second is dynamic skin 

color is judged when it is recognized accurately more through a valid skin color, position is given by the user on their joints, the 

skeleton joints is calculated by the angular position of them. The HOG method is introduced to control the delay in hand gesture 

in our proposed method. 

Keywords: Hand recognition and recognition, gestures, HOG, Kinect depth sensor. 

1. Introduction 

Recognition of human gesture through hand provides the security and it is used for various applications like 

interactive video game, military applications [1]. Detection of   color of the skin and movements is not sufficient for 

the user to identify, addition to this HOG and sensors have been proposed in this paper. The gestures through hand, 

falls into two types: The glove based and vision method.  
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Wearing an electronic glove can detect the positions, through the vision done on a streaming of video it can identify 

where the finger is placed, position of the knuckles and background images. Skin color detection of valid and invalid 

is shown to the user by black and white images, the pixels representing black color is valid and pixels representing 

white color are invalid. The division of images in HOG done by different units known as cells, each and every pixel 

is calculated by various masks [4, 6].  

 

    Fig [1]: Gesture analysis in Sensor device 

SVM identifies the poses given by users hand and represented in the binary form, the segmentation of repeated 

gestures is completed into various phases, the first phase is action, movement done by the users, the action which is 

ended [3].Threshold value and the velocity is calculated by their phases .the angular representation of the skeletal 

movements is measured by the key pose where it tracks the skeletal points given in a bare hand by the user. The 

sensor is made effectively so that the accuracy is not missed [2, 5]. Image acquirement is done through the sensor 

where the sequence of image is checked with the current image and previous image, and then the gestures type is 

recognized [4]. 

2. Literature Survey            

Shape based method is used in gesture recognition which comprise thumb detection, finger counts and smudges 

detection [2]. Measured of people utilizes this hand gesture technique in electronic documents. This approach 

provides greater recognition rate in less time and it is simple too. In this method we need to state the parameters and 

threshold rate because it couldn’t follow hand gesture’s approaches. This method took maximum parameters while 

testing the images. It excludes some rules which is followed in existing methods [4,6].The time interval should be 

specified so that the sensing system can easily differentiate the several motions to avoid the conflict. Then the data 

preprocessing should be applied with the collected data that is the hand motion. 
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Fig [2]: Flowchart for Gesture Recognition 

 

RuizeXu describes common type gesture recognition mechanism with help of MEMS accelometers. This 

mechanism first collects sensor data and segment the sensor data and finally recognition process is held [1,8]. Once 

the sensing device receives acceleration data we can determine the input gesture’s start point and end point 

automatically through segmentation algorithm and gesture’s sign sequence is extracted. And at the end the extracted 

sign sequence is matched with standard gesture pattern which is generated through motion analysis [5]. This 

recognition system determine the gesture’s terminal point to increase the accuracy of this system. 

The data collection for the hand detection is accessed with the help of sensing system.  When the person move the 

hand, data is gathered by the direction of the hand. The time interval should be specified so that the sensing system 

can easily differentiate the several motions to avoid the conflict. Then the data preprocessing should be applied with 

the collected data that is the hand motion. This process eliminates the unwanted data and that should be hided for the 

further process.  The data is segmented or divided into each group. [3]The Velocity filter [VF] is applied with each 

segmentation that can be identified like when the VF is in specified value then the gesture is in starting phase , when  

VF not in range the gesture in terminal condition or end point, otherwise the gesture detection will be taken. This 

process provides length of each gesture. Database is maintained to match with each data. The database which 

consists of a number of detections and set of rules for each detection is stored when the data is entered in the 

database the data is matched with stored samples and the detection rules are applied [4]. 
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Dynamic Time Warping technique is implemented to estimate the probability of gesture patterns. To signify the 

gesture’s pattern quaternions are proposed in this method and quaternions makes this algorithm as invariance in 

gesturer place and it mainly focused on robust hand gesture detection rather than normal variance in dimension and 

its speed [1]. This algorithm consists of 12 dataset classes to test the input gestures. Each dataset class has variation 

in size and speed. The detection method which uses DTW offer worse performance when the threshold using 

probability estimation is not mentioned clearly [3, 5]. 

3. Proposed System 

The temporal gesture is done through a camera where it obtain the images and input is given through hand, by 

repeatedly giving the gestures segmentation is extracted from the database thus the recognition result is produced. 

Gestures are mostly measured by velocity, when velocity is greater than threshold then the action is started in the 

gestures, then it gradually decreases then the action said to be ended .By adding the hog features in gestures the 

image is divided into pixels, then the pixels are represented in the histogram which indicates the direction .skin color 

pixels are divided into negative and dynamic skin color ,by the skin color it is compared into three different ways are 

fixed model, common skin color model and the adaptive method  which is done for dynamic gestures.  

Skeleton representation is measured in the terms of angle and that is done through a sensor, Input is also given as the 

points where the skeleton is placed. By the key pose recognition of a gesture is done so effectively in gesture there is 

no detection of retrieving the gestures from public database always input should be given through only bare hand. 

Placing the sensor additional it can also convert the commands to speech so that it performs two actions 

simultaneous speech recognition and gestures done through the hand. 

 

                                             Fig [3]: Recognition gestures from database  
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Support vector machine also checks the key pose so that it movements are observed accurately by the camera, 

recognition only through the directions does not provide a secure in gestures by adding these effective method 

gestures provides robustness so that intruders can’t hack the data. 

 

Fig [4]: Skin color pixels 

Obtaining the skin color through dynamic is more accurate through threshold value and the image is taken with each 

pixels .invalid pixels indicates white color .the process of gestures is done by the following first the camera is done 

by streaming of video ,then bare hand is detected with the help of skin color and this skin color is detected a valid or 

invalid process ,with the help of hog it speeds up gestures without any delay and placing a sensor it also converts 

given commands into speech finally gestures are secured, robust by using these methods. 

To eradicate under complex atmosphere of recognition   alter method is proposed on the feature of HOG and a 

trajectory motion. Trajectory illustrates a correct path for detecting the gesture of various environment, HOG 

method is used detect quickly so that accessing of gestures is not delayed at any failure of network. A Video stream 

is fixed to the user for identifying gestures, without a camera the gestures cannot perform its function 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper gestures are done effectively and accurately it proposes combinations of skin color, movements and 

hog. Compared to other method of existing this would be effectively done so that gestures are done  by calculating 

velocity, threshold and gestures can arise many problems only through movements by adding many additional way it 

can achieve most accuracy in worst situation also. 
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